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Marketing Approach
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All of our marketing programs are designed to 

improve one or more of the revenue fundamentals. 

Our approach is data driven. 

Marketing has evolved. No longer are we stuck with 

an ad or an approach for weeks at a time. We can be 

nimble and adjust our plans daily based on outside 

influences and pressures. 

This Marketing Plan will address the 8 Fundamentals 

listed here. 

LOYALTY PROGRAMMING$

$

Revenue Fundamentals



Historical Data – Compass Report

All of the Point of Sale (POS) data from Sun 'N Lake will roll up into a report that allows us to analyze data in real-time. The

report measures the performance of our 8 key revenue fundamentals and points us in the direction we need to focus on.

Below is a snapshot of a small portion of the report, using current data. 
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Surveys

On Friday, June 12, 2020, we sent a survey 

out to the residents and members of Sun 

'N Lake. The following are the range of 

topics we inquired about:

• Golf Experience

• Membership

• Food & Beverage

• Agronomy

• Events

The deadline to complete the survey was 

Friday, June 19, 2020. 

Typically, we are pleased with a 10% response rate on these 

types of Surveys. That is an acceptable sample size and will 

provide us with excellent data.

As of the writing of this report (6/19/2020), we have 

received 449 responses from about 1,500 surveys  that 

have been sent out; or 29%! 

We are very pleased with these results. Even without 

analyzing the data, we know Sun ‘N Lake Members & 

Residents are engaged.

A detailed report will be provided to the Board of 

Supervisors once all of the results have been tabulated and 

analyzed.
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www.billycaspergolf.com
Point of View 

Competitive Assessment

Our Competitive Assessment tool provides us the data to evaluate how we are priced compared to our competitors at 

a moment’s notice. Being able to price our tee-times based on demand and market factors allows us to be dynamic in 

our approach. We can position the price properly to maximize play and revenue. This report also provides us insight 

into our competitor’s demand and pricing strategies. 

Marketing Approach

http://www.billycaspergolf.com/


Social Media Demographics 

Demographics are more than age, sex, race, and income. 

It’s understanding what they like as well. Social Media 

platforms provide us with insights on our followers and 

Fans. These insights assist in shaping our marketing 

initiatives in ways that was not possible in the past. The 

data reveals the best times and days to send emails and 

make social media posts for optimal viewing; We know 

how many women follow us which supports our efforts in  

designing programming specifically for women; We know 

what calls to action engage our followers; and much 

more!

Each ad has different demographics, based on what we 

are promoting. Using our digital tools and Hootsuite, we 

are able to design ads and make real-time adjustments 

as the data dictates. The examples in this slide are just a 

small sample of data we are able to utilize. 
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Social Media - Facebook

Audience Targeting through Facebook Ads & Posts

Because posts on our social media pages will only be seen by less than 10% of our followers, we will boost posts and buy 

paid advertisements on Facebook to reach a wider audience. This has been a cost-effective tool in growing followers and 

building engagement on our page.

For as little as $3 a day, we can reach thousands of people who would not have known otherwise. We will boost and buy 

paid ads for the following:

• Open Social Events

• Golf Specials

• Membership Offers

• Banquet Advertising

• Lifestyle Ads

• Contests

• Programming around Holidays

• Outing Advertising

Marketing Approach
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Daily Fee & Outings
Growing Public & Outing Rounds

Typically, we have operated Sun ‘N Lake in a way that has given our membership full access to our premium, high-demand 

times. Shifting our approach to utilizing 1 course for member play on a particular day, and public play on the other, will 

provide us a great opportunity for revenue growth. Our plan to ‘break even” in 2021 assumes we will grow public play by 

close to $250,000 through daily fee golf and outside outings.  In the environment at Sun ‘N lake, we know this is difficult as 

we have to be sensitive to our member’s needs. 

The following will be our areas of focus. The slides that follow will go in deeper detail on our approach in 2021 and the tools 

we will use to make our decisions.

• Third Party-Growth

• Communication

• Sales Efforts

• Programming

The benefits of this approach are expansive and will pay dividends for the long term in membership, outings and sales leads.



Third Party Growth

Daily Fee & Outings

The chart below is a small sample of year over year revenue and provides a good snapshot on how we can grow 

this segment. Our first 2 months reveals a decrease in rounds but an increase in APR. Analyising January, our rates 

were aggressive, reducing utilization. February, with a small adjustment on pricing, we realized an increase in 

revenue. March and April are a sign of the times, and May’s performance built on the good work we did in 

February. 

When used as an acquisition tool, GolfNow is an excellent platform to sell tee-times at a greater pace then we have 

in the past. Increased availability for public play will allow a significant increase in rounds and revenue. 

Finally, June has surpassed prior year when we are only showing data through the 16th. Prior year is for a full 30 
days.



Third Party Growth Acquisition Tool

Daily Fee & Outings

Utilizing our Competitive Assessment Tool we talked about in the opening sections, along with historical 

performance data, having more peak times available will increase our Third-Party Revenues by 300%. 

Our public rating are some of the highest in our company. With our reviews on Golf Advisor being 97% for both 

courses, the public feels we are the best Golf Course in town, by far.  Our biggest obstacle is peak availability. 

Our team will work with the on-site team to ensure we are maximizing our rate and utilization potential. Our rates 

will be flexible based on all outside local and national factors. 



Other Daily Fee

Daily Fee & Outings

Beyond providing outstanding conditions, a fun experience, utilizing email databases (internal & third-party wholesalers) and Social Media, 

below are additional efforts we utilize that drive rounds.

1. Outing Coupons – All players receive a coupon for their next round (off peak)

2. Highland’s County Coupon Book – In a community that has new snowbirds arriving every year, it’s important to have visibility in a 

publication such as this. We host an additional 1,000-1,400 rounds per year from this promotion. (mostly off-peak)

3. Grassroots Marketing – For years, our teams have made a priority to be active in the civic and business organizations. Continuing this 

effort is a priority. 

4. Newspaper Ad – In our market

5. Advantage Card (Loyalty) – With between 300-400 cardholders each year, we have a loyal group to market offers and programs to and 
accounts for about 1,200 rounds per year. 



Daily Fee & Outings
Acoustic Email – Offers & Segments

Daily/weekly/monthly offers are planned within the week, sometimes same day. It is important to be nimble and react to the 

ever changing outside factors like our competitors, weather, community events, etc. We strive to communicate consistently 

to our database. While we may send a dozen different emails each month, we segment the offers so we only touch each 

person only 1-2 times per week. 

Campaign/Offer Segment

Book on our Website and Save! Players from GolfNow

We miss You! Haven't played in 30+ days

In-House Events Residents and Members of Sun 'N Lake

Weekday invite to play - Weather Golfers who have played in the past 30 days during the week

Weekday invite to play - Discount Dependent on tee-sheet utilization and need during the week

Weekend invite to play - Weather Golfers who have played in the past 30 days on the weekend

Weekend invite to play - Discount Dependent on tee-sheet utilization and need during the week

Lesson programs Residents and Members of Sun 'N Lake

Loyalty Programs Non-Member Residents and Public Golfers who have played more than 10 rounds in the past 3 months

Bundle offers Non-Member Residents and Public Golfers who have played in the past 30 days 

Dining offers
Residents and Members of Sun 'N Lake



Daily Fee & Outings
Social Media

While emails have been the focus in our communication efforts to drive daily fee, we have found success in promoting golf via

Social Media, primarily through Facebook.

As you can see from the posts below, we are getting decent engagement. 

Understanding that the public is responding, consistent posts that encourage golfers to book with us will provide additional 

awareness. Typically our posts will not be offers, just reminders to come and play. 

Lastly, we will boost these posts to expand our reach outside of Sebring. We expect to spend $200 per month during season 

on golf posts. 



Daily Fee & Outings
Outing Sales

Outing Sales are a great opportunity for Sun 'N Lake. We are the perfect facility to host an outing as our amenities make 

for a great golf event.

• VIP Events – We will host 1-2 VIP Golf Events per year. Our invite list will include Chamber Members, Civic Leaders, 

Non-Profits, Local Realtors, past and potential tournament chairpersons.

• Web Leads – Our dynamic website allows for incoming leads for all sales opportunities. 

• Targeted Email Campaign – We will market to our database in the Spring & Fall.

• Target Facebook Ads – To support our VIP Event, we will target the same guest list.



Programming

Daily Fee & Outings
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Food & Beverage
Ala Carte

With a $1M renovation completed earlier this fiscal year, we were on pace to serve more meals than ever before. However, in 

today’s world, we had to put the breaks on. An increase in daily fee and outings will naturally bring additional revenue to the 

Island View Restaurant. Beyond that, additional revenue lifts will come from patrons within our community and the 

surrounding areas within the closest proximity of Sun ‘N Lake. 

You will see at the end of this section the extensive programming we have done over the past 12 months. The focus will be 

to get that message out on a larger platform, utilizing our weekly email blasts to communicate on a weekly basis. 

Our main focus will be using Facebook and Instagram with lifestyle posts and programming notifications.

The next few slides will focus on the types of promotions and posts we have utilized Social Media for in the past 12 months. 

We have recommendation on how to grow awareness and engagement. 



Food & Beverage
Social Media

Island View Top Performing Facebook Posts (June 2019 - June 2020)

- Plated food imagery with business information text

- Image focused vs. text or flyer focused

- Authentic and good quality imagery



Food & Beverage
Social Media

Insights: Below is a breakdown of our engagement year 

over year per post. We report an increase in engagement 

despite having fewer posts which means that our posts are 

more impactful and reach a larger audience. We can 

attribute that to the increase in promoted posts - which 

skews this data. However, these numbers are a good 

benchmark for non-promoted posts.

There is also a greater contribution to our overall website 

traffic from social media sources in the period of June 2019 -

June 2020 (over 10%)  than in June 2018 - June 2019 (less 

than 1% / not listed). As stated above, despite having fewer 

posts, the engagement is impactful and increasing our 

brand awareness and actions taken off of Facebook as we see 

the impact in referral website traffic.

Recommendations:

- Maintain the posting cadence and variety of content.

- Allow posts to serve “organically” for at least 24 

- 48 hours prior to promoting or adding budget to maximize cost 

free exposure.

- Add all events (F&B, Expos, Golf tournaments, Community events 

etc.) into Facebook as events to leverage our Facebook community 

for participation and increased engagement.

- Where applicable, direct as much traffic back to the website to best 

understand the impact social media has on lead generation for 

membership, banquets and other events



Food & Beverage
Social Media Growth Opportunities

Wedding and Banquets:

- Promote the club and restaurant as a wedding venue with 

an organic post at least once a month utilizing imagery 

from professional wedding photographers 

(with permission to use watermarked images or photo 

credit given).

- During engagement season or to help with lead 

generation, allocated marketing budget to promote 

these posts to the applicable audience.

- Host wedding expos and share that information on 

Facebook to increase attendance.

Sample previews:



Food & Beverage
Social Media Content Calendar

Food & Beverage Content Suggestions & Previews

- The next slide is specifically focused F&B content suggestions laid out in a calendar 

format that can apply to any and every month of the year.

- Weekly topics are suggested based on what is happening at the restaurant to encourage 

the public to dine in and partake in community events.

- Additional topics could include:

- Menu features (seasonal, daily specials, changes, low calorie, vegan, drinks)

- Restaurant features (different seating, outdoor views, bar vs. table seating)

- Staff & team (server recommendations, meet the chef)

- Behind the scenes (meal preparation, banquet set-up, mixing a cocktail)



Food & Beverage
Social Media Content Calendar
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Programming



Food & Beverage
Programming
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Membership
Growth Approach

Membership is the lifeblood of Sun ‘N Lake Golf. There are many ways to grow the membership, and we employ 

them all. 

- We target market our regular public players through email and POS displays. 

- Member Retention & Satisfaction is critical to new membership growth.

- A robust event calendar, both golf and social

- Offers to gain the attention of potential members.

- External marketing, newspapers, social media

Our focus in this section will be on our Social Media approach, what we have done over the past year and our 
recommendations for the upcoming year. 



Membership
Social Media Approach

This campaign began February 11th and is still active. The 

results show both the U.S Mid West / Ontario CAN part of 

the campaign and the local Sebring ads. These metrics are 

click based numbers - meaning CPC (cost per click), CTR 

(click through rate) and clicks are for link clicks only. The 

following metrics are for overall clicks associated with the 

campaign which include ad engagement and link clicks: 

- CTR (All) = 5.31% (anything above a 1% we consider to be 

healthy) 

- CPC (All) = $0.12 

- Clicks (All) = 1,783

Overall, both the link click and overall click data is very 

healthy. Let's investigate into those click metrics by 

navigating to Google Analytics and understanding web trac
data



Membership
Social Media Approach

Web Trac Data & Lead Form Submissions

Of the 847 link clicks reported by Facebook, we can see that 778 of them actually made it through to the website. Our ad data is

shown under the source/mediums of "facebook/cpc" and "facebook/boost." It's noteworthy that our ad efforts are matching 

that of overall Google searches during this time which is the number one source bringing trac to the Sun 'N Lake site. 

While the bounce rates indicated for our Facebook sources is high, this isn't unusual. If these get higher, it could indicate a poor 

landing page experience or that we should adjust our targeting. OK for now.



Membership
Events
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Communication
Weekly Communications

Every week we send updates to the Residents and Members. Typically in an email newsletter format, these 

communications offer day to day happenings and club updates. In the coming year, we are going to continue to expand 

these communications and ensure they are on multiple platforms.



Communication
Monthly Newsletters

Monthly Newsletters provide us a great opportunity to engage with our members and residents in a fun, professional way. 

Newsletters are provided in a digital magazine format via the web and email, as well as printed copied will be available at 

the clubhouse. Topics covered in the newsletter are as follows:

• Letter from the GM

• Agronomy Update

• Recipe of the Month

• Event Photos and Results

• Upcoming Events

• Club News and Updates

• Employee of the Month

• New Members
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Reputation
Let’s Give them Something to Talk About

We’ve all said it because it is true…the most 

powerful marketing tool is word of mouth. However, 

in today’s world, everyone has a forum to tell 

hundreds, if not thousands of people at one time 

what their opinion is of you. If we do not actively 

manage our on-line reputation, that can spell 

trouble.

But where do you focus your attention? Golf 

Advisor? Google? Yelp? Facebook? Why not focus 

on them all? Our Review Tracker tool provides all 

on-line reviews into one dashboard. From there we 

can respond, design automated notifications and 

oversight reports.  Ultimately, it allows numerous 

sets of eyes to see our on-line reputation. 

It’s ok to get a few negative reviews, if you respond. 

This lets potential customers know that your 

management team is responsive.

Our focus in 20/21 will be to continue to increase 

our on-line reviews, response rates and times. 



Reputation
Let’s Give them Something to Talk About
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Task List 05
Who, What, When, Where & Why
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